Reinventing Cities - Oslo
Results Phase 1 – List of the Shortlisted Teams

The list below displays the teams that have been shortlisted to proceed to the final phase for the sites proposed by the City of Oslo. This list does not indicate all the members of the teams. It only discloses the name of team/project and the names of the team representative, of the architect(s) and of the environmental expert(s).

Bygata Furuset

Control Green Group
Team representative: Control AS
Architect(s): Kaden+Lager GmbH
Environmental expert(s): Control AS

Future Homes Norge
Team representative: OCM AS
Architect(s): HAUSCHILD + SIEGEL ARCHITECTURE

Urban Village Team
Team representative: OBOS NYE HJEM AS
Architect(s): LPO Architects / SLA
Environmental expert(s): BOLLINGER + GROHMANN

Fossumdumpa

CO-LIFE
Team representative: RE-VIVE NV
Architect(s): BOGDAN & VAN BROECK ARCHITECTS / A-LAB / KRAGH & BERGLUND LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS A/S
Environmental expert(s): 3E

Recipe for future living
Team representative: INEO EIENDOM AS
Architect(s): MAD STAVANGER AS / MAD OSLO AS / LANDSKAP+
Environmental expert(s): VILL URBANISME AS BY VIL ENERGI AS

REINVENTING THE VILLAGE
Team representative: NORSKE HELSEHUS AS
Architect(s): WHITE ARKITEKTER AB / WORKSONLAND ARKITEKTUR OG LANDSKAP AS
Environmental expert(s): COWI AS